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5:05 am pkaudiovisual: be sure to checkout this week's #avchat Thursday 3pm EST, Noon PST.

Topic: #socialmedia. http://tinyurl.com/4p9qsxo for more info

11:44 am AVwriter: #AVchat today! Always a great day. See you here at 3pm EDT. #avtweeps

11:58 am OmegaAudioVideo: RT @AVwriter: #AVchat today! Always a great day. See you here at 3pm

EDT. #avtweeps

12:21 pm cscottmoody: Day full of #PR and #socialmedia goodies as well as #avchat.

12:37 pm fultech: RT @AVwriter #AVchat today! Always a great day. See you here at 3pm EDT.

#avtweeps

1:42 pm GKBarrett: I am looking forward to today's #avchat

2:05 pm VirlatRevenew: I'm excited about today's #AVChat at 3-4 EST re: Social Media tools.

#avtweeps

2:09 pm cscottmoody: I'm with you. RT @VirlatRevenew: I'm excited about today's #AVChat at 3-4

EST re: Social Media tools. #avtweeps

2:11 pm AVwriter: I have some good questions lined up! RT @VirlatRevenew: I'm excited about

today's #AVChat at 3-4 EST re: Social Media tools. #avtweeps

2:13 pm AVJessica: Me three! RT @cscottmoody: I'm with you. RT @VirlatRevenew: I'm excited

about today's #AVChat at 3-4 EST re: Social Media tools. #avtweeps

2:18 pm rebecatrautner: @kimberlyfab Much better, thank you! My medicine makes me sluggish for a

good 24 hrs after so I'm caffeinating heavily, esp before #AVchat!

2:20 pm TuckerTues: RT @AVJessica @cscottmoody @VirlatRevenew:: Me FOUR I'm excited

about today's #AVChat at 3-4 EST re: Social Media tools. #avtweeps

2:22 pm AVDawn: Reminder to all my #avtweeps: It's #AVChat Day, children! Today, 3-4pm

Topic: Social Media Tools - Don't be a tool, come learn to use'm! ;)

2:26 pm AVwriter: @AVDawn I <3 you, Dawn. For so many reasons.... #avtweeps #AVChat

2:26 pm CustomRetailer: #AVChat A lot of accounts are actual #AVTweeps, but I'm interested to hear

from the companies. Is it marketing, Comm, PR? how many ppl?

2:34 pm omnimount: RT @AVDawn: Reminder to all my #avtweeps: It's #AVChat Day! Today, 3-

4pm Topic: Social Media Tools - Don't be a tool, come learn to use'm!

2:46 pm AVDawn: Aw, thanks sweetie! The feeling is more than mutual, btw. ^_  ̂RT @AVwriter: I

<3 you, Dawn. For so many reasons.... #avtweeps #AVChat

2:53 pm AVwriter: Break out your calendars. I've updated the #AVchat page w/ upcoming dates

and topics: http://tinyurl.com/4p9qsxo #avtweeps #proaudio
2:55 pm rebecatrautner: Nice! eRT @AVwriter: Break out your calendars. Updated #AVchat page w/

upcoming dates/topics http://tinyurl.com/4p9qsxo #avtweeps #proaudio

3:02 pm AAVChrista: @AVwriter Awesome!!! RT Break out your calendars. I've updated the #AVchat

page w/ upcoming dates and topics: http://tinyurl.com/4p9qsxo

4:15 pm AVJessica: Hey #avtweeps - please welcome my colleague Mike (@avprospector), who

just joined Twitter & is participating in his first #avchat today! :)

4:21 pm omnimount: Hi! eRT @AVJessica: Pls welcome my colleague Mike (@avprospector), who

just joined Twitter & is participating in his first #avchat today! :)
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4:34 pm AVwriter: RT @AVJessica: Hey #avtweeps - please welcome my colleague Mike

(@avprospector), who just joined Twitter & is participating in his first #avchat

today! :)

4:34 pm AVDawn: @avprospector - Hola, Mike! Willkommen zum #avchat. Nous sommes

heureux de vous rencontrer! [#avtweeps - we're from everywhere! ;-) ]

5:35 pm BestInUC: #AVchat Thursday 2-3pm CST. 5 Qs about #socialmedia tools. See you there!

http://go-fi.sh/gWX3TC

5:35 pm AVTEQ: #AVchat Thursday 2-3pm CST. 5 Qs about #socialmedia tools. See you there!

http://go-fi.sh/fJJEB8

6:00 pm AVwriter: One hour to #AVchat. Info here: http://frembes.com/index/avchat/ #avtweeps

#proaudio

6:01 pm AAVChrista: RT @AVwriter: One hour to #AVchat. Info here:

http://frembes.com/index/avchat/ #avtweeps #proaudio

6:02 pm JMOTA3: RT @AVwriter: One hour to #AVchat. Info here:

http://frembes.com/index/avchat/ #avtweeps #proaudio

6:02 pm Vsys: RT @AVwriter: One hour to #AVchat. Info here:

http://frembes.com/index/avchat/ #avtweeps #proaudio

6:12 pm westroncomm: RT @BestInUC: #AVchat Thursday 2-3pm CST. 5 Qs about #socialmedia

tools. See you there! http://go-fi.sh/gWX3TC

6:25 pm AVTEQ: #AVchat Today 2-3pm CST. 5 Qs about #socialmedia tools. Will you be

there? http://go-fi.sh/hs3s20

6:40 pm BestInUC: RT @AVTEQ: #AVchat Today 2-3pm CST. 5 Qs about #socialmedia tools.

Will you be there? http://go-fi.sh/gxaZgk

6:50 pm AVwriter: Ten minute warning. Grab coffee and bathroom breaks before #AVchat at 3pm

EDT. #avtweeps

6:51 pm AVwriter: If you're new to #AVchat, here's some quick reading:

http://frembes.com/index/avchat/ See you in a few minutes, #avtweeps.

6:52 pm AVJessica: RT @avwriter: If you're new to #AVchat, here's some quick reading:

http://frembes.com/index/avchat/ See you in a few minutes, #avtweeps.

6:53 pm CustomRetailer: Just in time for #AVchat. New article from @JaymSchwa of @Social4media

"The Social Media Contest & You" http://ow.ly/4lKG4

6:55 pm AVwriter: For my non-AV followers, apologies for the flood of tweets in the next hour. I'm

moderating #AVchat from 3-4pm EDT.

6:56 pm kimberlyfab: RT @AVwriter: If you're new to #AVchat, here's some quick reading:

http://frembes.com/index/avchat/ See you in a few minutes, #avtweeps.

6:57 pm AVDawn: It's time for #avchat! If you follow me on Twitter or LinkedIn and don't care

about #AV, disregard the next hour's worth of posts! Cheers!

6:57 pm pkaudiovisual: RT @kimberlyfab: RT @AVwriter: If you're new to #AVchat, here's some quick

reading: http://frembes.com/index/avchat/ See you in a few minutes,

#avtweeps.

6:58 pm CustomRetailer: Tweetchat seems good today. I have a call at 3:30, but I love this topic

#AVchat

6:59 pm cscottmoody: Whoa. Time snuck up on me. How is already time for #avchat?

6:59 pm AAVChrista: Ready to get my geek on! #AVChat #AVTweeps

6:59 pm AVwriter: Tweetchat seems to be cooperating today. http://tweetchat.com/room/AVchat

#AVchat

6:59 pm GKBarrett: Standby for Roll Call #avchat

6:59 pm nickmil: Sorry #avtweeps. I'm checking out of twitter. Can't afford the distraction of

#avchat. Catch you next time.
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7:00 pm BLUESHAPEUSA: RT @AVDawn: It's time for #avchat! If you follow me on Twitter or LinkedIn and

don't care about #AV, disregard the next hour's worth of posts! Cheers!

7:00 pm hking: Hunkering down for my first #avchat #avchat

7:01 pm AVwriter: The time is now 3pm EDT. Shall we get this party started? #AVchat

7:01 pm _chriscard: tweetchat deffo not working for me #AVchat

7:01 pm _chriscard: Testing, testing <taps screen> #AVchat

7:01 pm AAVChrista: Yes, bring it on! #AVChat

7:01 pm AVJessica: @nickmil We'll miss you! #AVchat

7:01 pm fultech: hey, it's working #AVChat #AVchat

7:01 pm AVwriter: I also have Tweetdeck open. That's a bit faster than Tweetchat. #AVchat

7:01 pm _chriscard: Sorry I take that back, tweetchat now running! #AVchat

7:02 pm mediascaper: Let's do this. #AVchat

7:02 pm AVwriter: Roll call: Give your fellow #AVtweeps a quick intro on who you are/what you

do (consultant, integrator, programmer, etc.) #AVchat

7:02 pm fultech: Bring it #AVchat #AVchat

7:02 pm AVwriter: Hello, I'm Linda. I'm your moderator. #AVchat

7:03 pm TuckerTues: Hello all - George Tucker - currently a man of leisure #avchat

7:03 pm cscottmoody: Scott Moody (or Sott to some), Director of PR at Marketing Matters

(@mmatterspr) #avchat

7:03 pm _chriscard: Hi I'm Chris Card, AV consultant based in London, UK #AVchat

7:03 pm pkaudiovisual: Paul Konikowski, independent AV consultant in the Bay area #avchat

7:03 pm AAVChrista: Christa with Advanced AV. Official title: Contract Sales Coordinator Real Title:

Awesome #AVChat

7:03 pm ravesmb: This is rAVe [Publications] tweeting from our AV Social Media Blueprint

account #avchat

7:03 pm FulcrumAcoustic: Rich from Fulcrum Acoustic. We make loudspeakers. I listen to them. And

wash dishes. #AVchat

7:03 pm AVDawn: #AVchat -I'm Dawn Meade, CTS (aka AVDawn) - I'm an AV blogger, part of the

rAVe BlogSquad & until now, part-owner of a small integrator.

7:03 pm AVJessica: Hi everyone! I'm Jessica & I do public relations + social media at AVI-SPL's

HQ in Tampa. #AVchat

7:03 pm fultech: Fultech - we are a full service integrator in NE Fla. #AVchat

7:03 pm InfoComm: Betsy Jaffe, PR Director of InfoComm Int'l, your trade association, is

participating in #AVchat #AVchat

7:04 pm CustomRetailer: Jack Cotter, CustomRetailer and @Dealerscope magazines (Sott that was

cold) #AVchat

7:04 pm GKBarrett: Greg Barrett - Technical Event Production Manager - Calgary, Canada #avchat

7:04 pm rebecatrautner: Rebeca Trautner (sometimes Becky) of Middle Atlantic Products. I wear many

hats! #AVchat

7:04 pm hking: Heather King here. Crestron programmer in our office. #AVchat

7:04 pm AAVColleen: Colleen with Advanced AV - Sales coordinator #AVChat

7:04 pm kimberlyfab: Hiiiii. Kim here. One half of @social4media. Kickin' it in San Antonio, TX where

the summer weather has officially begun. #AVchat

7:04 pm keglass: Kyle Glass, PR/Marketing Manager at Marketing Matters #avchat
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7:04 pm VirlatRevenew: Good afternoon #AVTweeps. I'm Virl Seribo, Account Mgr for Revenew Online.

AV Marketer for independent retailers/integrators #AVChat

7:04 pm GinaSans: Gina- Partner in @ProjectGreenAV and Projector Lamp Services. #avchat

7:04 pm AVScience: Warren Peterson, VP at AV Science. We sell retail gear to the consumer

market. I personally manage our online techno wizardry. #AVChat

7:04 pm BLUESHAPEUSA: John Morgan, BLUESHAPE Professional Video Power Systems, principal for

BLUESHAPEUSA #AVchat

7:04 pm fultech: I am Dan Fulmer - CEO of Fultech. CTS, programmer, speaker, supergeek.

#AVchat

7:05 pm GinaSans: @kimberlyfab Are you bragging? Not nice- we just had snow on the ground

last night. #avchat

7:05 pm AVwriter: A few ground rules before we get to the questions.... #AVchat

7:05 pm AVwriter: Always include the answer number in your tweet (Q1 = A1, Q2 = A2, etc.)

#AVchat

7:05 pm mediascaper: Hello. I'm Anthony Salveggi -- communications editor for AVI-SPL. #AVchat

7:05 pm JMOTA3: Goimg to be later to todays #AvChat. Gotta leave this office and head to the

other. See all u #AvTweeps soon!

7:05 pm AVprospector: Hello everyone! I am Mike Hubbartt & I am the Sales Development Manager at

AVI-SPL. #AVchat

7:05 pm Vsys: Goimg to be later to todays #AvChat. Gotta leave this office and head to the

other. See all u #AvTweeps soon!

7:05 pm MpactSystems: Count down to @InfoComm. Who's with me? #avtweets #avchat

7:05 pm aavgocher: Maureen with Advanced AV - Purchasing Manager #AVChat

7:06 pm AVwriter: You can @ reply or just answer the ? w/out directing it at anyone. As long as

you have #AVchat in your tweet, we?ll see it. #AVchat

7:06 pm AVwriter: @MpactSystems Please introduce yourself to the group. #avchat

7:06 pm DraperInc: I'm Penny Sitler. Marketing for Draper, Inc., mfr of projection screens, projector

& flatscreen lifts, window shades, and more! #AVChat

7:06 pm AVwriter: Final thought: No spinning/selling/pitching. This is a conversation. Talk *TO*

us; not *AT* us. #AVchat

7:06 pm Cedia: #avchat CEDIA's marketing team is here for the AV chat.

7:06 pm kimberlyfab: @GinaSans I heard! Wanna come visit? :) #AVchat

7:07 pm AVwriter: Now that we've covered some ground rules, are you ready for Q1? #AVchat

7:07 pm newscaster: Owner of @CasterComm, going to hop in and out today, but @PRnick will be

along too. #AVchat

7:07 pm VirlatRevenew: We're following your lead! RT @AVwriter: Now that we've covered some ground

rules, are you ready for Q1? #AVchat

7:07 pm AVwriter: Q1: Twitter just turned 5 this week. When and WHY did you join? #AVchat

7:07 pm AVTEQ: Hello. It's Marjie, social for AVTEQ - provide AV carts, mounts and credenzas.

#avchat

7:07 pm AVJessica: Yay! I am! RT @AVwriter: Now that weve covered some ground rules, are you

ready for Q1? #AVchat

7:08 pm AVwriter: A1. I joined in June 2008, right before the InfoComm show. Wanted to keep in

touch w/ other #avtweeps. #AVchat

7:09 pm AAVChrista: A1: I joined Twitter in February 2011. Joined for work reasons, but love it for

everything now! #AVChat

7:09 pm cscottmoody: A1 I joined Twitter in 2008 (I think?) to see if it was a viable tool for #pr and

#marketing #avchat
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#marketing #avchat

7:09 pm AVDawn: #AVchat - A1 - I joined in 2009 after a social media class held by the local

Small Biz Dev Council - It has since been INVALUABLE to me!

7:09 pm rebecatrautner: A1: Went to BlogWorld a couple of years ago & wanted to find out where

people were gathering so I signed up during one of the panels #AVchat

7:09 pm pkaudiovisual: A1: I joined Twitter about 3 years ago, bc I wanted to see what all the fuss

was about. I didn't get it for another year #avchat

7:09 pm TuckerTues: A1 3 years ago because of the book Cluetrain manifesto & a post by Fred

Wilson #avchat

7:09 pm JMOTA3: J_hunny here or at least thats what the #AvChicks call me. Integrator at

@vsys, tech blogger...part of the #RaveBlogsquad. #AvChat

7:09 pm VirlatRevenew: A1: December 2008. Started because it was a fad, now it's to connect with

community #AVchat

7:09 pm kimberlyfab: A1: It's been about 2 yrs for me + Twitter. Joined to see what all the hype was

about! #AVchat

7:09 pm CustomRetailer: A1 joined in Aug 09, looking for a job, thought it would help my resume

#AVchat

7:09 pm _chriscard: I didn't join #twitter till mid-last year. Joined up initially to get inside info on #F1

(formula 1 motorsport) - not for work! #AVchat

7:09 pm AVJessica: A1: I joined via @avisplinfo account when I joined the company in Fall 2009.

Created this account soon after to network w/ #avtweeps #AVchat

7:09 pm fultech: Think in 2009, tweeting from CES2009. Guess that would be around Jan.

#AVchat

7:10 pm BLUESHAPEUSA: I'm less than a month into twitter; a webinar showed me the fountains of info

and relevant people. #AVchat

7:10 pm FulcrumAcoustic: Whoops. Let's try this again w/ the hashtag. A1: @AVwriter strongly, um,

encouraged me. And for that I thank her. #AVchat

7:10 pm DraperInc: #AVChat Q1 We joined in March 2009, with #Infocomm promotion in mind,

and to connect with #AVTweeps and green building folks.

7:10 pm AVwriter: Don't forget the A1 to the Q1. :) #AVchat

7:10 pm kimberlyfab: @cscottmoody Do you have an iPhone? Your 'join date' is at the base of your

profile. #AVchat

7:10 pm GinaSans: A1: I joined in 2009 (i think) and I joined because of peer pressure :) #avchat

7:10 pm ravesmb: A1 We (@ravepubs) joined in 2008 at infocomm (?) to tweet about trade

shows, push content faster etc. #avchat

7:10 pm keglass: A1, joined in 2008. Always ready to learn about tools that may help me

work/be a better person. #avchat

7:10 pm cscottmoody: @kimberlyfab Actually, just found http://www.whendidyoujointwitter.com/

#avchat

7:10 pm AVScience: A1: Account opened in 09, sat there. Really started last fall. I wanted to get in

touch with suppliers and hear from customers #AVChat

7:10 pm AVDawn: LoL It's helping me now for just that reason! RT @CustomRetailer: A1

...looking for a job, thought it would help my resume #AVchat

7:11 pm ravesmb: ravesmb joined this year to push content specifically related to social media

for AV'ers (not pubbing, just explaining) #avchat

7:11 pm mediascaper: A1. I think I joined in early 2009 -- didn't have a strategy in mind, but all the

other cool kids were doing it. #AVchat

7:11 pm AVwriter: Q1a: How has your tweeting changed over time? (Don't forget to answer w/

A1a.) #AVchat

7:11 pm keglass: @cscottmoody, that's genious! #avchat
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7:11 pm keglass: @cscottmoody, that's genious! #avchat

7:11 pm InfoComm: A1 InfoComm has been tweeting since early 08. It is one of many ways we

communicate with members. #AVchat

7:11 pm newscaster: A1: 2008, it was gaining ground and in PR it was a new offering, it was also an

established #green community. #avchat

7:11 pm CustomRetailer: @AVDawn now you're part of a network that thinks you're cool #AVchat

7:11 pm hking: A1: I joined in 2007 to see what the buzz was about it. Started using it for

work a few years ago. #AVchat

7:12 pm borgcustom: A1. Joined in June 2009 just to see what the buzz was about. Have gained a

TONNE of info, and hopefully helped a few people. #avchat

7:12 pm aavgocher: A1 - Joined about 2 weeks ago for work reasons, and quickly became

addicted. #AVChat

7:12 pm _chriscard: A1 I was completely wrong - sept '09 according to my profile. Time certainly

flies! #AVchat

7:12 pm AVDawn: HA! I lied! It was 2008 when I joined! _̂  ̂RT @cscottmoody: @kimberlyfab

http://bit.ly/qrp7H #avchat

7:12 pm AVwriter: A1a: I started it for work, but now use it for personal interests too. Work is life

and vice versa. No need for sep account. #AVchat

7:12 pm omnimount: A1. About two years ago, thanks to @kimberlyfab (Betsey here, by the way)

#AVchat

7:12 pm ravesmb: A1a: more content, more sources, more interactivity among fellow #avtweeps

#avchat

7:12 pm BestInUC: @pkaudiovisual I think that is pretty common... not getting twitter at first. But

at least we do now, right?! #avchat

7:12 pm TuckerTues: a1: I am less sarcastic and more sardonic. eye toward pulling everyone in on

#avchat

7:12 pm rebecatrautner: A1 Me too! RT @AVDawn: HA! I lied! It was 2008 when I joined! ^_  ̂RT

@cscottmoody: @kimberlyfab http://bit.ly/qrp7H #avchat

7:12 pm AVJessica: A1: For the @AVJessica account, I wanted to show my silly side to other

#avtweeps but didn't want to affect the AVI-SPL corp image. #AVchat

7:12 pm CustomRetailer: A2 I've gotten bolder about having fun. Approaching people I don't actually

know. It's paying off #AVchat

7:13 pm AVDawn: awww... thanks @CustomRetailer! *blushes* RT @CustomRetailer:

@AVDawn now you're part of a network that thinks you're cool #AVchat

7:13 pm _chriscard: A1a Hasn't really changed at all I don't think #AVchat

7:13 pm pkaudiovisual: A1a once I realized it was a business tool, I started retweeting interesting

stories to build a following. And learning etiquette #avchat

7:13 pm VirlatRevenew: A1a: different conversations with different groups/lists. Integrating with

Tweetdeck as well #AVChat

7:13 pm AVprospector: A1. Joined last week. Love the news feeds to keep up with what is happening.

Plus AVJessica said it was cool. #AVchat

7:13 pm AAVChrista: A1a: Started to use it for AV industry insight; but now find it useful for just

about everything! #AVChat

7:13 pm cscottmoody: A1a My tweets have become more focused. Everything goes out for a reason--

either to entertain, inform or engage #avchat

7:14 pm AVScience: A1a I've found it much more personal than first. Those who only stick to "Pro"

or corporate tweets don't work for me. #AVCHat

7:14 pm AAVColleen: A1a - joined two weeks ago and find I have more fun with personal items than

work related tweets #avchat
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7:14 pm AVDawn: #AVchat A1a - I also started (mostly) for personal tweets & personality but

then more & more work stuff crept in... Now, I'm fairly holistic

7:14 pm hking: A1a: It became a real tool for me to network with other programmers within the

last few years. Before then, all personal. #AVchat

7:14 pm kimberlyfab: A1a: I tweet personally + professionally, my own thoughts, as well as on

behalf of brands. So I have a bit of a split personality. #AVchat

7:14 pm GKBarrett: @cscottmoody excellent reasons to tweet! #avchat

7:14 pm InfoComm: A1A: We tweet more, we autotweet our blog posts, and don't create a new

twitter account for each year's show @infocommshow. #AVchat

7:14 pm newscaster: A1a: engaging verses broadcasting. Potentially more snarky. #avchat

7:14 pm pkaudiovisual: Agreed Tweetdeck changed the way I tweet RT @VirlatRevenew: A1a: ...

Integrating with Tweetdeck as well #avchat

7:14 pm RightatHomeTech: A1a our tweets are more updates for our clients and lots of retweets to keep

them informed. #AVchat

7:15 pm AVJessica: A1a: I also created a personal account when I got started, but quickly canned

it because I feel no need to divide- I'm just being me #AVchat

7:15 pm aavgocher: A1a: Stared for work purposes, but found outlets for personal interests and

hobbies. #AVChat

7:15 pm kimberlyfab: @cscottmoody I like that answer! #AVchat

7:15 pm BLUESHAPEUSA: A1a Watchced to learn, now getting more involved. Old dog, new trick...

#AVchat

7:15 pm AVDawn: YES RT @AVJessica: A1a: I also created a personal account, but quickly

canned it because I feel no need to divide- I'm just being me #AVchat

7:15 pm AVwriter: Q1b: How many of you tweet under 1 account as a team? #AVchat

7:15 pm cscottmoody: A1a: I've also learned to share my opinion a little more while walking the

tightrope of social media #avchat

7:15 pm ravesmb: For sure eRT @cscottmoody: A1a tweets have become more focused.

Everything goes out 4 a reason--either to entertain inform or engage #avchat

7:16 pm _chriscard: A1b Nope, just me myself and I #AVchat

7:16 pm BLUESHAPEUSA: A1b Solo artist here... #AVchat

7:16 pm pkaudiovisual: A1b: one account #avchat

7:16 pm CustomRetailer: A1b I am the only person doing 5 accounts. pretty nutty #AVchat

7:16 pm AVDawn: Ditto.... RT @_chriscard: A1b Nope, just me myself and I #AVchat

7:16 pm AVwriter: A1b: I don't like to engage w/ brands unless I know who is tweeting w/ me.

Teams are ok only if I know which person it is. #AVchat

7:16 pm cscottmoody: Q1b: We (@keglass @coleenl and myself) all help with the @mmatterspr

account #avchat

7:17 pm RightatHomeTech: Q1b, we as a company use one account for our updates #AVchat

7:17 pm VirlatRevenew: My account is separate from the @revenewonline account #avchat

7:17 pm mbridwell: A1 - news aggregator, dialogue medium, comedy conduit...use it for everything

basically. #AVchat

7:17 pm rebecatrautner: A1b So far I am the only person who tweets for @middleatlantic #AVchat

7:17 pm AAVChrista: A1b. @_chriscard Same here, just me! RT A1b Nope, just me myself and I

#AVchat

7:17 pm AVScience: A1b Just me here. #AVChat

7:17 pm mediascaper: A1a: I try to tweet a wide variety -- off-the-cuff, work-related, and generally

sharing stuff that I just think is worth reading. #avchat
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sharing stuff that I just think is worth reading. #avchat

7:17 pm kimberlyfab: A1b: I tweet w/ @JaymSchw for @social4media and our other accts + w/

@BetseyBanker for @omnimount #AVchat

7:17 pm AVJessica: A1b: the @avisplinfo account might eventually be teams, but for now it's just

me. I often get content from @AVKrystle, @mediascaper #AVchat

7:17 pm GKBarrett: A1b teams and bots have the same effect. They don't engage an audience...

the convo is one way. #avchat

7:18 pm RightatHomeTech: Q1b, it is my pix on the account, so I approve all that goes out under the

banner. #AVchat

7:18 pm pkaudiovisual: a2b cont . although I'm considering a second account

@sh*tcyclistsayastheypassmyplace #avchat

7:18 pm mbridwell: A1b - all communications for Digital Projection come from me, for better or

worse... #AVchat

7:18 pm FulcrumAcoustic: I am TweetDeck challenged today. Repeat after me...remember #AVchat

hashtag... A1b: just me on this account.

7:18 pm AAVChrista: A1b. While I work for Advanced AV, I don't speak for Advanced AV unless it is

specific reason. I always speak for myself. #AVChat

7:18 pm borgcustom: RT @cscottmoody: A1a My tweets have become more focused. Everything

goes out for a reason--either to entertain, inform or engage #avchat

7:18 pm TuckerTues: answer A 1 b was two but now just my professionally personal account

#avchat

7:18 pm cscottmoody: Q1b: But I also help with a number of clients' accounts #avchat

7:18 pm AVwriter: Speaking of sharing info....Q2: #AVchat

7:18 pm MpactSystems: Just realized I forgot to add #AVchat. Bummer.

7:19 pm AVwriter: Q2: Quora is a new social Q&A site. How many of you use it and why? Or

why not? #AVchat

7:19 pm cscottmoody: Ha, meant A1b there #avchat

7:19 pm AVJessica: It's a bit long, but I like it RT @pkaudiovisual: a2b although Im considering a

second account @sh*tcyclistsayastheypassmyplace #AVchat

7:19 pm ravesmb: A1a. Sometimes brands are bigger than the individuals that tweet on behalf of

it. It's about value at the end of the day. #avchat

7:19 pm VirlatRevenew: Sweet transition RT @AVwriter: Speaking of sharing info....Q2: #AVchat

7:19 pm cscottmoody: Q2 Have looked into it, but just can't seem to get on board with Quora #avchat

7:19 pm AVprospector: A1b. Just me here @AVprospector. #AVchat

7:19 pm InfoComm: A1b InfoComm tweets as a team off this account. I also tweet under

@AVPRflack #AVchat

7:19 pm cscottmoody: A2 I mean, darn #avchat

7:19 pm AyeshaAmbreen: @cscottmoody I have my personal account on Twitter. But i used to help my

company on Twitter in past. #avchat

7:20 pm GKBarrett: A2 Quor-who? News to me... #avchat

7:20 pm AVDawn: A2: Quora I signed up but rarely get on. Don't entirely get it when Google &

Twitter are faster for answers... #AVchat

7:20 pm rebecatrautner: A2 I signed up but don't have a regular reason to go there and check in

#AVchat

7:20 pm AVJessica: RT @ravesmb: A1a. Sometimes brands are bigger than the individuals that

tweet on behalf of it. Its about value at the end of the day #AVchat

7:20 pm kimberlyfab: eRT @AVwriter: A1b: I dont like to engage w/ brands unless I know who is

tweeting. Teams are ok only if I know which person it is. #AVchat
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7:20 pm AVwriter: A2: I see the potential for Quora but I don't have the time for it. Always forget

to check it. #AVchat

7:20 pm VirlatRevenew: A2 Have not used Quora yet, but will soon #avchat

7:20 pm AAVChrista: A2. Quora...is a mystery to me. I have not used it before. Perhaps in the

future. #AVChat

7:20 pm westroncomm: RT @avwriter: Q2: Quora is a new social Q&A site. How many of you use it

and why? Or why not? #AVchat

7:20 pm cscottmoody: A2: I see the value in Quora, but it just seems like yet another Q&A function

#avchat

7:20 pm AAVColleen: A2 Not sure how this would be beneficial for me...#AVChat

7:21 pm SharpsAV: Joining a bit late, but thought I'd throw my 2 cents in: we tweet as a small

team, due to different specialities within our company #avchat

7:21 pm TuckerTues: Q2 : LOVE Quora. so many questions to make me think & rethink - answers

require focused info #avchat

7:21 pm AVScience: A2: Nope, have no time to put into yet another place at least for a while.

#AVChat

7:21 pm AVJessica: A2: Like others, I created an account, but haven't really used it. I'm not sure

it's best for integrators, but could be good 4 manuf #AVchat
7:21 pm pkaudiovisual: A2 Have not used Quora yet (but now dying to check it out) #avchat

7:21 pm AyeshaAmbreen: @rAVeSMB But there are individuals as well who are bigger than brands and

are promoting a lot of stuff everyday. #avchat

7:21 pm BestInUC: Ditto! RT @avwriter: A2: I see the potential for Quora but I don't have the time

for it. Always forget to check it. #AVchat

7:21 pm SharpsAV: Followers: for the next 39 min, my tweets will be devoted to #avchat

7:21 pm mediascaper: Q2: Heard of Quora -- but I'm currently at a point of social media saturation.

Don't need another tool for the sake of having one. #avchat

7:21 pm cscottmoody: A2: It's just far to easy to simply Google in my opinion #avchat

7:21 pm DraperInc: #AVchat A1b Solo acct. A2 Have not looked at Quora. (catching up!)

7:22 pm VirlatRevenew: agreed. RT @cscottmoody: A2: It's just far to easy to simply Google in my

opinion #avchat

7:22 pm kimberlyfab: @AVwriter Re: your A2b: SO interesting to me. I suspect that's the case with

a lot of people, but I haven't heard it admitted. #AVchat

7:22 pm borgcustom: @mediascaper Same here. Twitter and Facebook are enough. #avchat

7:22 pm omnimount: A2. @AVJessica I'm not familiar. I'll have to take a look... #AVchat

7:22 pm SharpsAV: @GKBarrett I agree, you have to be careful not to let be solely a space to

spew information...as a team we have to still engage #avchat

7:22 pm kimberlyfab: Ditto. RT @AAVChrista: A2. Quora...is a mystery to me. I have not used it

before. Perhaps in the future. #AVchat

7:22 pm AVJessica: @mediascaper re: Q2 / Quora - excellent point. It's getting to be too much to

manage all of these SM sites. #AVchat

7:23 pm AAVColleen: I agree! RT@cscottmoody A2: It's just far to easy to simply Google in my

opinion #avchat

7:23 pm hking: A2:Yes, this! I have tool saturation RT @cscottmoody: A2: Its just far to easy

to simply Google in my opinion #AVchat

7:23 pm ravesmb: @AyeshaAmbreen true. My point is it's about value and messaging. Being

hung up on *who* is tweeting is sometimes beside the point #avchat

7:23 pm AVwriter: Q2a: Those who don?t use it, do you use LinkedIn Q&A instead? That's also

popular for crowdsourcing. #AVchat
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popular for crowdsourcing. #AVchat

7:23 pm AyeshaAmbreen: @cscottmoody I second your opinion. #avchat I will rather Google than

complicate work.

7:23 pm rebecatrautner: Q2 Quora could be a great resource if enough people participate and keep

each other honest and accurate #AVchat

7:23 pm InfoComm: A2 InfoComm is not using Quora yet. We are a bit busy with a certain Show.

#AVchat

7:23 pm fultech: A2: Twitter, Facebook, Linkedin, provide enough. Quora is cool, but I think as

more users get on, it could lose its appeal. #AVchat

7:24 pm AVJessica: A2: For manufacturers, I could see answering Q's on Quora, to try to steer ppl

to your solutions. Possibly? #AVchat

7:24 pm AVDawn: #AVchat A2a - I use LinkedIn Answers (when I actually find AV related stuff on

there) but the groups on LinkedIn are more valuable.

7:24 pm BLUESHAPEUSA: I use LInkedIn but rarely the Q&A function #AVchat

7:24 pm cscottmoody: A2a: The problem with LinkedIn is that its too littered with spam. Everyone is

selling it seems #avchat

7:24 pm AAVChrista: A2a: I occasionally use LinkedIn Q&A. Honestly, since I've come down with

the Twitter-bug, that has been my main focus lately. #AVChat

7:24 pm AVJessica: Agreed. RT @rebecatrautner: Q2 Quora could be a great resource if enough

people participate and keep each other honest and accurate #AVchat

7:24 pm SharpsAV: LOL! RT @InfoComm: A2 InfoComm is not using Quora yet. We are a bit busy

with a certain Show. #AVchat

7:24 pm BestInUC: @tuckertues Because of your #avchat A2, feeling inspired to take the time to

check out Quora. Thanks!

7:25 pm TuckerTues: @AVJessica re A2 - Quora folks are really hands on & try to stop that sort of

thing. you cannot have a corporate name #avchat

7:25 pm fultech: A2 - its appeal being "pro" responses, which may not be the case with too

many amateur users. #AVchat

7:25 pm RightatHomeTech: Q2a, yes we use LinkedIn for Q & A #AVchat

7:25 pm ravesmb: A2a: LinkedIn's Q&A may be better suited for the #AV community. Direct ?s

to professional #AV'ers you already trust #avchat

7:25 pm InfoComm: LinkedIn Q&A is good, but I think the discussion groups have greater value.

#AVchat

7:25 pm cscottmoody: A2a: LIke @aavchrista I use Twitter as my "human Google". I can get answers

immediately. #avchat

7:25 pm AyeshaAmbreen: @fultech Sure thingy. On another note, Quora is too generic to be a part of the

main steam. #avchat

7:25 pm pkaudiovisual: Q2a yes, and sometimes I just use my linkedin status to pose questions

#avchat

7:25 pm AVTEQ: A2a: We're about to get more involved with LinkedIn and would be interested in

suggestions #avchat

7:26 pm AVJessica: RT @cscottmoody: Like @aavchrista I use Twitter as my "human Google". I

can get answers immediately. #AVchat

7:26 pm AyeshaAmbreen: @RightatHomeTech Thus far LinkedIn is best and the most reliable source for

business discussions, Q/A, etc. #avchat

7:26 pm AAVChrista: A2a: I concur RT @InfoComm LinkedIn Q&A is good, but I think the

discussion groups have greater value. #AVchat

7:26 pm AVwriter: Q3: Speaking of LinkedIn, have you ever gotten a job/new clients from there?

What is LinkedIn to you (besides a resume holder)? #AVchat

7:26 pm AVJessica: @TuckerTues Interesting. I wasn't aware. May be less useful for "selling" than
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7:26 pm AVJessica: @TuckerTues Interesting. I wasn't aware. May be less useful for "selling" than

I thought. #AVchat
7:27 pm CustomRetailer: A2a only look at linkedin when I'm looking for a job. Forget about it when I am

working. Probably others do the same #AVchat

7:27 pm ravesmb: also true RT @InfoComm: LinkedIn Q&A is good, but I think the discussion

groups have greater value. #avchat

7:27 pm MpactSystems: A2a: I could do better at keeping up with LinkedIn Q & A. I'm more of a Twitter

user :) #AVchat

7:27 pm AVDawn: #AVchat A3 - This is timely for me! I first posted about my transition on

LinkedIn last week & already have a few offers &/or inquiries! ^_^

7:28 pm VirlatRevenew: Ditto RT @MpactSystems: A2a: I could do better at keeping up with LinkedIn

Q & A. I'm more of a Twitter user :) #AVchat

7:28 pm SharpsAV: Q3: We've posted job listings within certain communities on LinkedIn...not

sure on the stats of the responses #avchat

7:28 pm ravesmb: A3: We like the company profiles feature and the groups #avchat

7:28 pm GinaSans: RT @AAVChrista: A2a: I concur RT @InfoComm LinkedIn Q&A is good, but I

think the discussion groups have greater value. #AVchat

7:28 pm pkaudiovisual: Q3: If I meet someone at a trade show or class, I can type their name in and

see who else I know knows them. #backgroundcheck #avchat

7:28 pm CBCITelecom: RT @InfoComm: LinkedIn Q&A is good, but I think the discussion groups have

greater value. #AVchat

7:28 pm cscottmoody: A3: Not sure we've gotten work directly from LinkedIn, but the connections

help us get referrals when talking to prospective client #avchat

7:28 pm AAVChrista: Q3: LinkedIn is a place for me to represent my professional side. I don't post

my resume on there, you have to request that. #AVChat

7:28 pm AAVColleen: A3 - I know some of our sales peeps and our HR person use LinkedIn for that

purpose and have been successful #avchat

7:28 pm GKBarrett: A3: all of my linked in requests have been from local connections . LinkedIn

does nothing my phone and voice cant. #avchat

7:28 pm fultech: A2a -use LinkedIn for the groups and keeping people informed of meeting info,

and such. It's good for that, but responses are slower #AVchat

7:28 pm AVDawn: #AVchat A3 - But I also got published in an industry magazine for a LinkedIn

Groups discussion, so it's not just about getting a job...

7:28 pm AyeshaAmbreen: @AVwriter A23: Linked is the best business portal. If used efficiently, it brings

more value than any other SM site. #AVchat.

7:28 pm keglass: A3: LinkedIn is great for professional growth, a lot of great PR folk to bounce

questions off of. #avchat

7:28 pm aavgocher: A3: LinkedIn is a mystery too me - it seems like a facebook for professionals.

Still not sure of the benefit of it yet. #AVChat

7:28 pm rebecatrautner: A3 LinkedIn is a way to stay connected no matter where/when people move

but it's also improving in functionality for companies #AVchat

7:29 pm fultech: A2a - haven't had great responses to several job postings on LinkedIn, but

didn't pay for it, so... #AVchat

7:29 pm pkaudiovisual: A3: Its also a good way to help friends find jobs, by introducing them, etc

#avchat

7:29 pm MpactSystems: Q3: LinkedIn is a way to spread a message as a company and a brand for our

company. We also like to reconnect with people we met IRL #AVchat

7:29 pm AyeshaAmbreen: @pkaudiovisual Yup. another effective use of #Linkedin. Linkedin is quick in

finding right connections. #AVchat

7:29 pm tedgreen: A3 I find some value to LinkedIn discussion groups, but very moderator-

dependent. #AVChat
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dependent. #AVChat

7:29 pm DraperInc: #AVChat a3 I like LinkedIn Groups a lot. I lurk more than I post.

7:30 pm RightatHomeTech: Q3, yes we have had clients contact us via LinkedIN. No I do not have my

resume there, but I do have our company profile #AVchat

7:30 pm AVprospector: Q3. I used Linked in to gain knowledge about those that I was interviewing with

for this job. It worked :0) #AVchat

7:30 pm fultech: @aavgocher - A3- agree, LinkedIn is Facebook for professionals. With more

tools for professionals, but very similar result. #AVchat

7:30 pm AVDawn: EXACTLY! Just, without Farmville & junk. But a community. RT @aavgocher:

A3: it seems like a facebook for professionals. #AVChat

7:30 pm TuckerTues: THIS >> A23: Linked is the best business portal. If used efficiently, it brings

more value than any other SM site. #AVchat.

7:30 pm rebecatrautner: Me too RT @DraperInc: #AVChat a3 I like LinkedIn Groups a lot. I lurk more

than I post.

7:30 pm FulcrumAcoustic: I tend to agree. RT @aavgocher: A3: LinkedIn is a mystery too me - it seems

like a facebook for professionals. #AVChat

7:30 pm kimberlyfab: A3: I use LinkedIn to research less personal connections. #AVchat

7:30 pm InfoComm: A3 According to our member surveys, LinkedIn is the sm site most used by

AV pros for business purposes. #AVchat

7:30 pm pkaudiovisual: A3: to showcase recommendations, you can't always do that on a resume or

Monster. Groups great for tech questions #avchat

7:30 pm MpactSystems: @tedgreen I agree with you. #AVchat

7:30 pm GKBarrett: A3.follow up... Must be my market. I can see it's application in larger

markets... #avchat.

7:30 pm mediascaper: A3: For me, LinkedIn is primarily a place to display my value. #avchat

7:31 pm easterndatacomm: RT @avwriter: Q3: Speaking of LinkedIn, have you ever gotten a job/new

clients from there? What is LinkedIn to you? #AVchat

7:31 pm hking: A3: Just lately trying to make better use of it so I'm not sure yet. Up till now, I

haven't had much direction with it. #AVchat

7:31 pm MpactSystems: @DraperInc Same! #AVchat

7:31 pm RightatHomeTech: @tedgreen is correct, the discussions live by moderator (A3) #AVchat

7:31 pm TuckerTues: A3: when managed LInkedIn groups are fantastic. but they need tending a

pruning. #avchat

7:31 pm AVwriter: Q4: Forrester Research found that 6% of teens want to interact w/ a brand on

Facebook. Do you? Why or why not? (Answers = A4.) #AVchat

7:32 pm fultech: A3 -I like LinkedIn, not knocking it.I think it's a great tool, but I use strictly for

pro contacts and keeping up with the industry #AVchat

7:32 pm tedgreen: A3 LinkedIn shows me where cutbacks are happening when I receive multiple

"link" requests from folks I haven't heard from in a while #AVChat

7:32 pm TuckerTues: A4 : only 6%? seems very low to me #avchat

7:33 pm AVDawn: #AVchat A4 - Mostly no. My FB is for friends/family not work & stuff. Unless

done REALLY well, brands on FB just annoy me!!

7:33 pm AVwriter: A4. Depends on the brand. I guard over my FB account like a maniac since

that's strictly personal. #AVchat

7:33 pm rebecatrautner: A4 I don't want brand spam in my Facebook feed so I rarely "like" brands and

if I do I'll often remove them from my feed #AVchat

7:33 pm tedgreen: A4 Today's generation values reviews from their peers over any other source of

recommendation... #AVChat
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7:33 pm fultech: A4 - absolutely. Have to have a FB business presence as well. Websites are

too static for today's folk. FB speeds/spices it up. #AVchat

7:33 pm AAVChrista: A4 I don't want to interact with a brand ANYWHERE;just b/c I like you and

use your products doesn't mean I have to advertise for you #AVChat

7:33 pm DraperInc: #AVChat A4 I do not care to interact with brands on FB and do not use FB for

business at this point.

7:33 pm AVJessica: A4: Oh yes! But, I love connecting with and supporting brands that I like IRL.

Facebook is just another outlet (plus coupons!). :) #AVchat

7:33 pm BLUESHAPEUSA: A4. It's a less formal, seemingly more honest platform. (No scripts seen.) I like

to additional access. #AVchat

7:33 pm AAVColleen: A4 - I am the one person NOT on Facebook...#AVCHAT

7:33 pm GKBarrett: A4 - 6% does seem low.... but marketers put great value to every single

impression... When FB has 250 mil users... 6% is HUGE! #avchat

7:34 pm cscottmoody: A4: Like anything, there has to be a payoff. Whether it's recognition, help,

reward, etc. #avchat

7:34 pm AVScience: A4 I love to interact with Brands, if that's what it really is. If it is only offers,

promos, specials, buynow, etc.. then I'm out. #AVChat

7:34 pm PRnick: A4 Yes. I sometimes check FB pages to see what OTHERS are saying about

a brand/product to influence my decision. #avchat

7:34 pm tedgreen: A4 I don't personally interact w/brands on FB...but I know a lot of people who

do. #AVChat

7:34 pm AVDawn: O.o Not... not on.... *gaspsdramatically* RT @AAVColleen: A4 - I am the one

person NOT on Facebook...#AVCHAT

7:34 pm GKBarrett: A4 i quit facebook due to direct marketing campains and fear of privacy

invatsion. Also copyright concerns #avchat.

7:34 pm UrbanXposures: A4: I don't find facebook to be a professional means to interact with you

potential clients, I do not go to corporate facebook pages #AVchat

7:34 pm AVwriter: A4 - Yes, they were surprised that "only" 6% of teens wanted brand

interaction on FB. #AVchat

7:34 pm ravesmb: a4:Young people don't like calling anyone anymore, certainly not companies.

#avchat

7:34 pm pkaudiovisual: A4: I have liked brands to get certain discounts, or to promote small

companies I like. But then I mute their updates #avchat

7:34 pm AyeshaAmbreen: @AVwriter A24: Interacting with brands on FB is easier but I found it a little

clouded. I prefer Twitter for brand interaction/info. #avchat

7:34 pm fultech: A4 - Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter. We link them all together so they are all

updated and alive, but don't require all of our time #AVchat

7:34 pm ravesmb: a4: Interacting on Twitter has the immediacy and convenience of texting, with

a company you need info from. #avchat

7:34 pm MpactSystems: @gkbarrett I thought the same thing. #AVchat

7:34 pm RightatHomeTech: Q4 I have our company's two major brands on Facebook, but I don't interact

with brands there #AVchat

7:34 pm newscaster: I don't use SM tools personally but for sharing news in a community and

media, not a self marketing tactic, which may be a fail. #avchat

7:34 pm TuckerTues: A4. My personal FB account long ago breached the line btwn private &

personal. Now I use PATH for family. Maybe Colors next? #avchat

7:35 pm GinaSans: A4 I don't use facebook professionally, wouldn't follow a brand. Get on maybe

3 times a year and I find it boring. #avchat

7:35 pm cscottmoody: A4: I also like to help support small business with exposure on FB. Don't
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7:35 pm cscottmoody: A4: I also like to help support small business with exposure on FB. Don't

really care about the "big brands". #avchat

7:35 pm kimberlyfab: A4: I'm so willing to fan brands I love/want to support. I like the casual shares

(vs corporate speak) and reading what others post. #AVchat

7:35 pm omnimount: A4. Yes! As a manufacturer, FB is a great way to promote with personality

#avchat

7:35 pm SharpsAV: @AVwriter A4: That really surprises me that it was only 6% #avchat

7:35 pm AAVColleen: @AVDawn YAY! I don't feel so alone.. #AVChat

7:35 pm AVTEQ: A4: Yes. Facebook is a great place to see how other companies are providing

value and content #avchat

7:35 pm tedgreen: A4 I started on FB with family but quickly business associates friended me

and now it is more business sharing than personal... #AVChat

7:36 pm NancyRHaris: ..A1a I've found it much more personal than first. Those who only stick to "Pro"

or corporate tweets don't work for me. #AVCHat...

7:36 pm GKBarrett: @AVWriter ... this #avchat is rockin! loving it!

7:36 pm cscottmoody: A4: From a professional perspective, I follow also brands to see how I can use

best practices for our clients #avchat

7:36 pm AVwriter: Q4a. Wow, many of you don't like brands on FB.But how many of you have

company pages on FB too? Why if you hate brand spam yourself? #AVchat

7:36 pm ravesmb: RT @AVTEQ: A4: Yes. Facebook is a great place to see how other

companies are providing value and content #avchat

7:36 pm fultech: A4 - Don't think a GE ad on FB would do any good, but small business ads

are good and targeted to local friends and assocs. #AVchat

7:36 pm hking: A4: Maybe small local business, but I can't imagine many people wanting to

clutter up their FB feed with big brand interaction. #AVchat

7:36 pm AVScience: A4: That 6% isn't accurate. I'm sure that was a case of question language and

answer options. #AVChat

7:36 pm InfoComm: A4 InfoComm has a facebook presence that we have for those who like to

follow brands. FB can be a gateway to our other SM options. #AVchat

7:37 pm BLUESHAPEUSA: @cscottmoody Very true. Small folks, good relationship builder #AVchat

7:37 pm rebecatrautner: Q4a I try to recognize that different people use these different SM outlets

differently #AVchat

7:37 pm AVJessica: Smooth RT @cscottmoody: A4: From a professional perspective, I follow

brands to see how I can use best practices for our clients #AVchat

7:37 pm tedgreen: A4a I have not taken that step, but my personal page has become an

extension of my business anyway... #AVChat

7:37 pm fultech: @hking Agree. #AVchat

7:37 pm BestInUC: @avwriter Q4/A4 Definitely see the age gap when 'liking' FB business pages.

Challenging & keeps us on our toes! #avchat

7:37 pm hking: A4a: Legitimacy. We don't do much with it, but felt it needed to at least be

present. #AVchat

7:37 pm cscottmoody: Did I just say "follow also"? #avchat sigh

7:37 pm DraperInc: #AVChat A4a We have not put up a FB company page at this time. And I have

VERY few business contacts on my personal FB.

7:37 pm AAVChrista: A4I use FB for personal use only; don't know if I want to create another

business account for that, LinkedIN & Twitter work for me. #AVCHat

7:38 pm GKBarrett: A4a. The bigger question is... what does your company's social media policy

say about your company? #avchat

7:38 pm SharpsAV: A4: I like brands on facebook -- I like keeping in touch with what's new and
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7:38 pm SharpsAV: A4: I like brands on facebook -- I like keeping in touch with what's new and

any promotional items #avchat

7:38 pm kimberlyfab: Ditto here. RT @cscottmoody A4: From a professional perspective I also

follow brands to see how I can use best practices for clients #AVchat

7:38 pm MpactSystems: A4a: We have a fan page on FB. I don't mind seeing companies have a

presences in social media. I respect the messages they send. #AVchat

7:38 pm AVDawn: #AVchat A4a - The AVS FB page is for consumer svc division only - home

movies to video transfers, etc. I'd never mkt our AV integ on FB!

7:38 pm AVwriter: A4. I don't mind brand interaction on FB except when I follow on Twitter and

see the same updates. Lazy marketing. I unlike you. #AVchat

7:38 pm kimberlyfab: @cscottmoody I fixed it in my RT ;) #AVchat

7:38 pm BestInUC: RT @avteq: A4: Yes. Facebook is a great place to see how other companies

are providing value and content #avchat

7:38 pm AVTEQ: A4: Facebook provides the visual content to support the brand #avchat

7:39 pm GinaSans: A4a, haven't done it bc unfortunately we had some ppl take adv of open

internet &had to block fb. Can't bld a pg when it is blocked. #avchat

7:39 pm PRnick: A4 - FB was not created for "Interacting with brands." +/- 75% of ppl follow

brands in hope of getting free gear, not interaction. #AVchat

7:39 pm rebecatrautner: A4a From the company side, there are advantages to being open for

conversation where others want you to be available #AVchat

7:39 pm cscottmoody: A4: Are people are aware that with the new settings, you can use FB as the

brand so you don't have to use your personal account #avchat

7:39 pm hking: I'll second that. RT @AVwriter: A4. I dont mind brand interaction on FB except

when I follow on Twitter and see the same updates. #AVchat

7:39 pm FulcrumAcoustic: A4a - I don't personally follow many brands, but have found the Fulcrum FB

page 2 be a good way 2 immediately interact w/ customers. #AVchat

7:40 pm fultech: @cscottmoody , Yes that is a cool new feature. i can surf FB as my brand

name. #AVchat

7:40 pm SharpsAV: A4a We have a company fan page on Facebook #avchat

7:40 pm AAVChrista: FB is blocked at my work as well @GinaSans #AVChat

7:40 pm tedgreen: @AVwriter I'm not sure that's the case (lazy marketing), there seems to be a

big difference between FB users and Tweeples... #AVChat

7:40 pm kimberlyfab: @AVwriter Re: your A4a: Well, hang on a sec. Some people aren't on both T

and FB, so important posts should go in both places. #AVchat

7:40 pm AVDawn: Just remember what you're logged on as! RT @fultech: @cscottmoody , Yes

that is a cool new feature. i can surf FB as my brand name. #AVchat

7:40 pm ravesmb: A4: We have a company page. #avchat

7:40 pm MpactSystems: @AVwriter Interesting perspective. We have FB linked to Twitter to push a

message from two angles. I never thought of it as lazy. #AVchat

7:40 pm SharpsAV: @cscottmoody A4a: LOL! We just noticed that earlier this week! Waaay

better, especially when a small group is controlling it #avchat

7:40 pm TuckerTues: @cscottmoody Yes... love that new feature. separate my news feeds & chat

in dual personalities #avchat

7:40 pm AyeshaAmbreen: @AVwriter Twitter remains more clean and to-the-point I guess due to

character limit. #avchat

7:41 pm ravesmb: A4: We don't love FB, but our readers are there & we want to interact w/ those

of them that are & want to get biz content there too #avchat

7:41 pm cscottmoody: A4a: Agree with @kimberlyfab regarding posting on both FB and Twitter.

However, some content needs to be different. #avchat
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7:41 pm AVScience: A4a The same content can go on Twitter and Facebook, but not literally the

same post. Make the content correct for the platform. #AVChat

7:41 pm GKBarrett: @AyeshaAmbreen yes... being concise does have value #avchat

7:41 pm AVwriter: A4. Twitter and FB are 2 different audiences. I think it's lazy if the updates are

exactly the same. Know thy audience. #AVchat

7:41 pm AVJessica: @kimberlyfab @AVwriter A4a: I agree about message on both T & FB, but

you can rephrase. I just hate identical msgs on both sites. #AVchat

7:42 pm rebecatrautner: A4a When seeing the same messages in different places, that might be part

of the SM strategy (or indicative of a lack thereof) #AVchat

7:42 pm SharpsAV: A4a: I like the look of links on FB - it's nice to have a little visual preview of the

site you're promoting...Twitter is just words #avchat

7:42 pm keglass: @kimberlyfab, agreed, the audiences to both are different and messages

should be tailored differently on both platforms #avchat

7:42 pm fultech: @ravesmb A4: agree, don't LOVE any of them, but we go where the people,

business, money is... #AVchat

7:42 pm SharpsAV: @AVScience A4a Exactly! It's funny to see hashtags used on FB status

updates #avchat

7:42 pm AVTEQ: Agree. Normally different audiences. RT @MpactSystems: @AVwriter We

have FB linked to Twitter to push a message from two angles. #avchat

7:42 pm cscottmoody: A4a: I only get annoyed when I see hashtags on a FB post. Or a 250

character post on Twitter #avchat

7:42 pm hking: @kimberlyfab It seems like the content should be slightly differentiated. I get

tired of duplicate posts in both places. #AVchat

7:42 pm pkaudiovisual: Exactly, all SM RT @rebecatrautner...there are advantages to being open for

conversation where others want you to be available #avchat

7:42 pm InfoComm: RT @ravesmb A4 We don't love FB, but our readers are there & we want to

interact w/ those of them that are. #AVchat

7:43 pm AVScience: A4a: The same info can go on Twitter and FB, but not the same exact

post.The content should be correct for the platform. #AVCHat

7:43 pm GinaSans: Agreed @cscottmoody A4a: I only get annoyed when I see hashtags on a FB

post. Or a 250 character post on Twitter #avchat #avchat

7:43 pm AAVChrista: A4 FB & LinkedIn are nice b/c they are all-emcompassing. Twitter makes you

utilize other apps to get the job done. #AVChat

7:43 pm BestInUC: @fultech @ravesmb Ha! What's the difference... love/like :) #avchat

7:43 pm AVJessica: RT @AVScience: The same info can go on Twitter and FB, but not the same

exact post.The content should be correct for the platform. #AVchat

7:43 pm AVDawn: I do occasionally hash a funny phrase on FB to be witty... RT @cscottmoody:

A4a: I get annoyed when I see hashtags on a FB post. #avchat

7:43 pm SharpsAV: Gotta duck out early. Thanks for the chat everyone...lots to think about!

#avchat

7:44 pm TuckerTues: Agreed >>RT @cscottmoody: A4a: I only get annoyed when I see hashtags

on a FB post. Or a 250 character post on Twitter #avchat

7:44 pm mediascaper: A4: For me, encountering aggressive brands on Facebook is annoying. I

consider FB an outlet for friends. #Avchat

7:44 pm AyeshaAmbreen: @cscottmoody a 250 character post - "..." marked incomplete posts. I unlike

them too. #avchat

7:44 pm kimberlyfab: @hking That's a fair point. #AVchat

7:44 pm GKBarrett: A4a: Twitter for engagement and conversation. FB for broadcasting updates.

#avchat
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7:44 pm lizcomm: Yes! RT @AVScience A4a: The content should be correct for the platform.

#AVCHat

7:44 pm kimberlyfab: YES. What he said. RT @cscottmoody: A4a: I only get annoyed when I see

hashtags on a FB post. Or a 250 character post on Twitter #AVchat

7:44 pm AVScience: Super weird time traveling double post... #NothingToSeeHere #AVChat

7:45 pm ravesmb: @BestInUC @fultech love = we swear by it, "like" is how we actually feel. :)

#avchat

7:45 pm pkaudiovisual: Oh I use hashtags in verbal conversations i.e. #fail #winning RT @AVScience

A4a Its funny to see hashtags used on FB status updates #avchat

7:45 pm EmilyMillsMpact: Interesting convo on the #avchat

7:45 pm fultech: A4 - we use FB to announce, repeat technology news or general info that

would be useful to friends and customers. not to sell. #AVchat

7:45 pm AVwriter: A4: Twitter aside - I refer to people by their Twitter handles. And I, too, use

hashtags outside of Twitter. #AVchat

7:45 pm VirlatRevenew: A4a-Remember though, as far as being annoyed, the user always has the

choice of 'liking' or 'following' people and/or brands #avchat

7:45 pm westroncomm: agree, though it is a tough balance at times... RT @lizcomm: Yes! RT

@AVScience A4a: The content should be correct for the platform. #AVCHat

7:46 pm AVJessica: We hashtag e-mails a lot here. LOL. RT @pkaudiovisual: Oh I use hashtags in

verbal conversations i.e. #fail #winning #AVchat

7:46 pm AVDawn: ME TOO! RT @AVwriter: A4: Twitter aside - I refer to people by their Twitter

handles. And I, too, use hashtags outside of Twitter. #AVchat

7:46 pm AVwriter: @AVDawn To me, you are AVDawn. I don't know a Dawn Meade. :) #AVchat

7:46 pm ravesmb: eRT @fultech: A4 we use FB to announce, repeat tech news or general info

that would be useful to friends and customers. not to sell. #avchat

7:47 pm AVDawn: #AVchat A4 aside - Then again, I also fauxHTML convos... </sarcasm> etc.

7:47 pm AVwriter: Q5: Do you use of crowdsourcing apps? My recent faves are GasBuddy (gas

prices) and Foodspotting (photos of restaurant food.) #AVchat

7:47 pm rebecatrautner: @kimberlyfab @cscottmoody ... and being reminded on FB that I knew

someone checked in somewhere when I saw it hours ago on twitter #AVchat

7:47 pm AAVChrista: I only use hastags if there is a number after it. Or when I am on Twitter.

#AVChat (There is one now)!

7:47 pm tedgreen: A4 @AVwriter>>For social media the only hard & fast rule is there are no hard

& fast rules... #AVChat

7:47 pm mediascaper: Agree. RT @gkbarrett A4a: Twitter for engagement and conversation. FB for

broadcasting updates. #avchat

7:47 pm MpactSystems: A4: I use hashtags outside of Twitter to be funny. #geekhumor #AVchat

7:47 pm fultech: A4 - don't think you can really SELL on FB. You can edutain and entice with

information. In my opine. #AVchat

7:47 pm cscottmoody: @AVwriter I've found out I only seem to know them by their avatars. If they

change them, screws me up completely #avchat

7:47 pm BestInUC: @avwriter A4: I use hashtags in texts, so we = same page :D #avchat

7:48 pm ravesmb: A4a: Using hootsuite to send content to both twitter and fb when it's relevant is

okay. In general, we try not to do that, though #avchat

7:48 pm MpactSystems: A5: I use GasBuddy as well. #AVchat

7:48 pm AVwriter: Yes. RT @cscottmoody:@AVwriter Ive found out I only seem to know them by

their avatars. If they change them, screws me up completely #AVchat

7:48 pm AVTEQ: RT @BestInUC: @avwriter A4: I use hashtags in texts, so we = same page :D
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7:48 pm AVTEQ: RT @BestInUC: @avwriter A4: I use hashtags in texts, so we = same page :D

#avchat

7:48 pm AAVChrista: A5. Occasionally. Since my home area is not as populated as metro cities, I

get disappointed often. #AVChat

7:48 pm fultech: A4a - I only use the "pound" sign for security access and some phone stuff ; )

#AVchat

7:48 pm AVJessica: A5: Does urbanspoon count? I love using that for restaurant recommendations.

#AVchat

7:48 pm TuckerTues: @fultech ah, but I did sell a number of systems via twitter at my previous job

#avchat not sure it would work on FB

7:49 pm cscottmoody: A5: Outside of sites/apps like Yelp or TripAdvisor, no. (but I guess since I use

two, then "yes"?) #avchat

7:49 pm AVwriter: *bump* Q5: Do you use of crowdsourcing apps? My recent faves are

GasBuddy (gas prices) and Foodspotting (photos of restaurant food.) #AVchat

7:49 pm kimberlyfab: A4: I litter my emails hashtags vs emoticons as of late. It makes me feel more

hip (less dork). #AVchat

7:49 pm AAVColleen: True. RT@ tedgreen A4 @AVwriter>>For social media the only hard & fast

rule is there are no hard & fast rules... #AVChat

7:49 pm BestInUC: @fultech #edutain Love that. #avchat

7:49 pm rebecatrautner: A5 - guilty of Foodspotting :) remind me to send you my epic hot dog picture

#AVchat

7:49 pm TuckerTues: A5. Groupon... has always been worth it. #avchat

7:49 pm AVDawn: #AVchat A5 - My only "crowdsourcing" is getting on FB or Twitter and saying

"hey guys, what about..." :-P

7:50 pm pkaudiovisual: A5: I've played with ViewFromMySeat #avchat

7:50 pm BLUESHAPEUSA: have not used crowdsource, but GasBuddy may be a necessity now. #AVchat

7:50 pm fultech: BTW- Buy from @Fultech, ehem. Did that work??? #AVchat

7:50 pm AVJessica: @kimberlyfab Oh lord, girl. You are already super hip! :) <3 #AVchat

7:50 pm hking: A5: Groupon, that's it for me. #AVchat

7:50 pm GKBarrett: A5 i love this irony. Using soc media to gather a bunch of av nerds together...

to talk about soc media. We are our own crowd source #avchat

7:50 pm AVScience: A5 Unless you want to count Flickr for images, then nope. #AVChat

7:50 pm FulcrumAcoustic: Urbanspoon is great - assuming you live someplace w/ restaurants! RT

@AVJessica: A5: Does urbanspoon count? #AVchat

7:50 pm AVDawn: #AVchat A5 amended - Okay, I've Groupon'd. I forgot about that..

7:50 pm AVwriter: Ahem, stop that... RT @fultech: BTW- Buy from @Fultech, ehem. Did that

work??? #AVchat

7:50 pm mediascaper: Q5: I've crowdsourced on Twitter, but have yet to use any apps for that

purpose. #avchat

7:51 pm hking: @GKBarrett LOL #AVchat

7:51 pm pkaudiovisual: Q5: agreed Groupon #avchat

7:51 pm fultech: A5 - Gasbuddy is cool. Like it, especially with the world ending and oil prices

skyrocketing. #AVchat

7:51 pm kimberlyfab: @AVJessica #awwwschucks #geethanks #yourock ;) #AVchat

7:51 pm AVwriter: A5 What is this? RT @pkaudiovisual: A5: Ive played with ViewFromMySeat

#AVchat

7:51 pm cscottmoody: A5: I'd be more curious to see how many people have used/benefited from it in

their own business #avchat
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their own business #avchat

7:51 pm AVJessica: @GKBarrett #AVtweeps for the ironic #win? :) #AVchat

7:51 pm MpactSystems: A5 I use consumer comments on various sites. Does that count? #AVchat

7:51 pm ravesmb: a5: We've considered crowdsourcing for graphic design--but not really apps per

se #avchat

7:51 pm AVDawn: RT @gkbarrett: A5 irony. Using soc media to gather a bunch of av nerds

together to talk about soc media. We are our own crowd source #avchat

7:52 pm MpactSystems: RT @GKBarrett: A5 i love this irony. Using soc media to gather a bunch of av

nerds together... to talk about soc media. We are our own crowd source

#avchat

7:52 pm AVDawn: Me too! Its crowdsource-ish... lol RT @MpactSystems: A5 I use consumer

comments on various sites. Does that count? #AVchat

7:52 pm rebecatrautner: #nerdsource? RT @gkbarrett: A5 Using soc media to gather av nerds

together... to talk about soc media. We are our own crowd source #avchat

7:52 pm pkaudiovisual: @AVwriter ViewFromMySeat - people upload photos from their seats at

stadiums, venues, etc. #avchat

7:52 pm graphicdesign24: a5: We've considered crowdsourcing for graphic design--but not really apps per

se #avchat: a5: We... http://bit.ly/fMOoQo #graphicdesign

7:52 pm kimberlyfab: Let's see it. Now! RT @rebecatrautner: A5 - guilty of Foodspotting :) remind

me to send you my epic hot dog picture #AVchat

7:52 pm ravesmb: A5: for quick and fast #AV related crowdsourcing, twitter's awesome. We <3

#avtweeps #avchat

7:52 pm TuckerTues: a5. Udated - I have also use crowdsourcing on twitter to generate ideas.

#avchat

7:52 pm InfoComm: A5 We were thinking about crowdsourcing an edition of our InfoComm Update

e-newsletter. #AVchat

7:52 pm AVJessica: Ditto. RT @cscottmoody: A5: Id be more curious to see how many people

have used/benefited from it in their own business #AVchat

7:52 pm DraperInc: Amen! RT @GKBarrett: A5 Using soc media to gather a bunch of av nerds...

to talk about soc media. We are our own crowd source #AVChat

7:52 pm BestInUC: @avwriter must run to next meeting, but want to say that you do an amazing

job with #avchat!! Until next week... Cheers!

7:52 pm AVwriter: Time flies. Shall I try to shove in one more question? #AVchat

7:53 pm AVDawn: That just sounds so wrong... ;) RT @rebecatrautner: A5 - guilty of

Foodspotting :) remind me to send you my epic hot dog picture #AVchat

7:53 pm AAVChrista: This has been a great #AVChat - thanks to all of the awesome #AVTweeps for

making this worthwhile!

7:53 pm pkaudiovisual: Shove away RT @AVwriter: Time flies. Shall I try to shove in one more

question? #AVchat

7:53 pm rebecatrautner: Here you go! http://bit.ly/gSIR2I RT @kimberlyfab: Let's see it. Now! RT

@rebecatrautner: A5 epic hot dog picture #AVchat

7:53 pm BLUESHAPEUSA: PLease shove... #AVchat

7:53 pm kimberlyfab: 2nded. eRT @AVJessica: Ditto. RT @cscottmoody: A5: Curious to see how

many people have used/benefited from it in their own business #AVchat

7:53 pm mediascaper: A5: There's more hype to crowdsourcing than actual value, in my experience.

#avchat

7:54 pm AVwriter: Hold on. Please click on Rebeca's hot dog link. That is... epic. #AVchat

7:54 pm FulcrumAcoustic: Ew! RT @rebecatrautner: Here you go! http://bit.ly/gSIR2I RT @kimberlyfab:

Let's see it. RT @rebecatrautner: A5 epic hot dog picture #AVchat
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Let's see it. RT @rebecatrautner: A5 epic hot dog picture #AVchat

7:54 pm kimberlyfab: @rebecatrautner Aaaaand, now I'm hungry. #AVchat

7:54 pm AVJessica: @rebecatrautner @kimberlyfab Holy moly hotdog! #nowimhungry

#nomnomnom #AVchat

7:54 pm AVwriter: See @rebecatrautner's epic hot dog http://bit.ly/gSIR2I #AVchat

7:54 pm MpactSystems: Random Q: Do you prefer following primarily company-based or personal-

based Twitter handles? #AVchat

7:54 pm AVDawn: Ha! Looks kinda dirty too. yet now I want a hotcheedog! RT @rebecatrautner:

Here you go! http://bit.ly/gSIR2I epic hot dog picture #AVchat

7:54 pm cscottmoody: @rebecatrautner I feel like that is almost NSFW #avchat

7:54 pm tedgreen: Are we going XXX? RT @AVwriter: Hold on. Please click on Rebecas hot dog

link. That is... epic. #AVChat

7:54 pm fultech: HOTDOG- NICE! Not going to eat there. #AVchat

7:54 pm AyeshaAmbreen: @AVwriter Sure, please. #avchat

7:55 pm AVJessica: @FulcrumAcoustic Forgot you were a veg. Sorry. (More hotdogs for

meeeeee!) #AVchat

7:55 pm fultech: Q6 ???? #AVchat

7:55 pm AVwriter: Ok, LAST QUESTION. Not hot dog related. #AVchat

7:55 pm FulcrumAcoustic: @AVJessica My stomach rolled a bit. #AVchat.

7:55 pm AAVColleen: Thanks @rebecatrautner ! Now I'm hungry! #AVCHAT

7:55 pm ravesmb: A5: I see tons of #AVtweeps ask ?s and get good responses everyday. Sure,

it's not as glamourous as logo CSing, but... #avchat

7:55 pm AVDawn: There is no rule 6. #Python #Bruces RT @fultech: Q6 ???? #AVchat

7:55 pm AVwriter: Q6: What other social media sites have you heard about, curious of, or want

to use that wasn't mentioned here? #AVchat

7:55 pm pkaudiovisual: company RT @MpactSystems: Random Q: Do you prefer following primarily

company-based or personal-based Twitter handles? #avchat

7:56 pm ravesmb: a5: linkedin, too. #avchat

7:56 pm mediascaper: Cruel. As if I weren't already hungry enough. #avchat

7:56 pm AVJessica: @FulcrumAcoustic Sorry friend. I <3 meat so, so much. #AVchat

7:56 pm fultech: A6 = NO more please. Not enough time. #AVchat

7:56 pm TuckerTues: @rebecatrautner Damn! nom, nom, nom #avchat

7:56 pm BLUESHAPEUSA: Wasn't that hot dog a star in the first Star Wars film released? #AVchat

7:56 pm AAVChrista: A6 Has anyone used Four Square? What is the dilly-yo? #AVChat

7:56 pm pkaudiovisual: Q6: Mingleroom #avchat

7:57 pm DraperInc: ditto RT @pkaudiovisual: company RT @MpactSystems: Random Q: Do you

prefer following primarily company-based or personal #AVChat

7:57 pm GinaSans: A6 Foursquare- i just can't get into it. #avchat

7:57 pm TuckerTues: A6. all the chatter about COLOR has me intrigued #avchat

7:57 pm AVDawn: #AVchat A6. There are a LOT I've come across...but no time for ANYTHING

much beyond FB, Twitter & LinkedIn... well, and YouTube kind of...

7:57 pm AVScience: A6 None really. There are too many to get lost in. The strategy has to be in

place first, then if a site/tool matches, great. #AVChat

7:57 pm AAVColleen: A6 I checked out Foursquare and thought it was cool for personal info; not

sure of the benefits for an AV integrator #avchat
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7:57 pm RightatHomeTech: A6 Foursquare #AVchat

7:57 pm BLUESHAPEUSA: A6. I'm at max time commitment to SM; would need to see tweets on another

great one to add it. #AVchat

7:57 pm ravesmb: A6: I'd like to see second life develop more. There're dealers using 2nd life to

demo 3D visualizations of projects as a sales tool #avchat

7:57 pm fultech: A6 - I think it's first to market here. Linkedin for Pro, FB for personal, Twitter

for fast talking and puking info. #AVchat

7:57 pm AVwriter: A6. I have a love/hate relationship with FourSquare. I've deleted and rejoined at

least twice. #AVchat

7:58 pm GKBarrett: A6 Not social meida but I find great help in product manufacturer's community

forums. Bringing common users together helps me a lot. #avchat

7:58 pm newscaster: RT @PRnick: A4 - FB was not created for "Interacting with brands." +/- 75%

of ppl follow brands in hope of getting free gear, not interaction. #AVchat

7:58 pm omnimount: @TuckerTues Agreed! #AVChat

7:58 pm AVJessica: It can be cool for some decent discounts if u live in a city. RT @AAVChrista:

A6 Has anyone used Four Square? What is the dilly-yo? #AVchat

7:58 pm pkaudiovisual: A6 Foursquare seems too big brother for me. I don't want to be that public with

my wearabouts, and I don't have a storefront #avchat

7:58 pm MpactSystems: @DraperInc @pkaudiovisual Due to credibility? #AVchat I'm curious because I

run @MpactSystems and @EmilyMillsMpact . I'm doing testing.

7:58 pm AVDawn: I've heard a LOT about that one, but it seems like a MAJOR time-sink. RT

@rAVeSMB: A6: I'd like to see second life develop more. #avchat

7:58 pm fultech: A6 - Looked at FourSquare and others, but didn't see the benefit and too few

users. I basically SN for business only. #AVchat

7:59 pm AAVChrista: A6 I've been told FourSquare is right up my alley... #AVChat

7:59 pm AyeshaAmbreen: @AVwriter A26: I heard about a social media site designed for Kids. #avchat

7:59 pm InfoComm: A6 I am wondering if you like Four Square, and why or why not. #AVchat

7:59 pm ravesmb: A6: foursquares hard to use in a b2b way. But for HomeAV i can def. see uses

(they're more b2c) #avchat

7:59 pm mediascaper: A6: Agree with @GinaSans -- FourSquare holds no appeal for me. #avchat

7:59 pm kimberlyfab: @pkaudiovisual @TuckerTues Re: A6, I haven't heard of Mingleroom or

COLOR. What's up with them? #AVchat

7:59 pm GKBarrett: <----- wishes he could block foursquare feeds on twitter #avchat

7:59 pm MpactSystems: A6: I take that back. Foursquare as well. #AVchat

7:59 pm AVwriter: A6. I find it creepy when brands or people I don't know want to follow me on

FourSquare. (cc: @infocomm) #AVchat

7:59 pm DraperInc: @MpactSystems @DraperInc @pkaudiovisual @EmilyMillsMpact I follow both

types. But I'm really here for biz...so lean to biz accts. #AVChat

7:59 pm pkaudiovisual: @MpactSystems no, because its easier to browse #avchat

8:00 pm AVJessica: FREE FOOD. :) RT @mediascaper: A6: Agree with @GinaSans -- FourSquare

holds no appeal for me. #AVchat

8:00 pm AAVColleen: Yes, this seems to be something you would like and use! RT @AAVChrista

A6 I've been told FourSquare is right up my alley... #AVChat

8:00 pm AAVChrista: @kimberlyfab @pkaudiovisual @TuckerTues I'll be checking them out myself

as you have peaked my interest. #AVChat

8:00 pm TuckerTues: @kimberlyfab @pkaudiovisual link to Color http://bit.ly/h8FuOq #avchat

8:00 pm AVwriter: A6. FourSquare - Why do you want to know where I am right now if we've
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8:00 pm AVwriter: A6. FourSquare - Why do you want to know where I am right now if we've

never met? #AVchat

8:00 pm rebecatrautner: Always was curious if FourSquare had a place at trade events - like unlocking

info for a hidden room w/ plush chairs & food #AVchat

8:00 pm hking: @TuckerTues COLOR? never heard of it. #AVchat

8:00 pm ravesmb: @InfoComm have you used foursquare for tradeshows? #avchat

8:00 pm GKBarrett: @AVwriter Bingo... so true. #avchat

8:00 pm AVDawn: LoL Might change my name to just that, a la Madonna, Cher. ;-) RT

@AVwriter: To me, you are AVDawn. I don't know a Dawn Meade. :) #AVchat

8:00 pm pkaudiovisual: A6 Color is photo sharing, mostly Iphone but supposedly now Droid (not in my

marketplace this AM?) #avchat

8:01 pm AVDawn: #AVchat (sorry, just catching up ;-) )

8:01 pm fultech: @ravesmb HomeAV? Any of that going on anymore ; ) #AVchat

8:01 pm kimberlyfab: @InfoComm I wasn't a fan of Foursquare b/c it became another to-do on my

list. And I had a lot of ppl I'd never met friendships. #AVchat

8:01 pm AVwriter: Ok, guys.. Ding ding. It's 4pm EDT and the chat is officially over. Feel free to

stick around though. #AVchat

8:01 pm MpactSystems: @AVwriter A6: I use it on my personal account to let my #tweeps know what

networking events I'm going to. #AVchat

8:01 pm hking: @TuckerTues That is very cool. - http://bit.ly/h8FuOq #AVchat

8:01 pm AVwriter: P.S. The AVchat page on Frembes.com has been updated w/ future dates and

topics. #AVchat

8:01 pm mediascaper: A6: Sorry, @AVJessica, but I'd rather pay for my own food than sink more

time into a social media site that isn't all that social. #avchat

8:02 pm ravesmb: A6: Foursquare can be good in conference settings as a benefit to attendees

and exhibitors. #avchat

8:02 pm InfoComm: @ravesmb We are thinking about it for show contests. #AVchat

8:02 pm MpactSystems: @DraperInc @pkaudiovisual Thanks for the awesome feedback! #AVchat

8:02 pm fultech: @AVwriter A6 -Agreed. Don't like Geo finding stuff for anonymous peeps.

#AVchat

8:02 pm RightatHomeTech: A6 used Foursquare at 2011CES and unlocked discount at Hilton Bar, two

restaurants and got a cool new badge! #AVchat

8:02 pm pkaudiovisual: A6 Minglerooms is a place to combine facebook, texts, tweets, all into one

page. uses FB login. like a chat room #avchat

8:02 pm VirlatRevenew: Thanks everyone! Looks like there's more participation after every #AVchat

8:02 pm AyeshaAmbreen: @AVwriter I heard a rumor abt Google launching a social media site named

Circles. I wish it had been true. #avchat

8:02 pm tedgreen: I've gotta' run...joined late. Thank you @AVwriter. This was the best #AVChat

yet! #AVChat

8:02 pm GKBarrett: Big thanks to @avwriter for an excellent #avchat today.

8:02 pm AVDawn: #AVchat Speaking of SocMedia and Shows, am I the only geek who LOVES

the SM TweetWalls at events?

8:02 pm AAVChrista: I gotta bounce #AVTweeps. Thanks for a wonderful #AVChat session!!

8:02 pm ravesmb: @fultech could be. It's about creativity and thinking outside the box. We like

that ;) #avchat

8:02 pm TuckerTues: Freaking Fabulous #avchat @AVwriter - thanks and good work.

8:02 pm fultech: @AVwriter Thanks, good session. See you next time. #AVchat
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8:03 pm pkaudiovisual: A6 Mingleroom = mingleverse.com #avchat

8:03 pm AVDawn: Yes, as always, thanks @AVWriter for a most excellent #AVchat

8:03 pm AVJessica: @mediascaper Not me! I'll go way, way out of my way to get something free.

#lame #iknow #AVchat

8:03 pm danielnewmanUV: A6 @infocomm - I am not a fan of 4 Square. I guess I would rather be a real

Mayor & not just play one on TV #AVCHAT

8:03 pm BLUESHAPEUSA: Thanks #AVchat. Good info for first time chat. #AVchat

8:03 pm AVwriter: Thanks, everyone. Upcoming chat schedules are now posted:

http://frembes.com/index/avchat/ #AVchat

8:03 pm TuckerTues: @AVDawn Oh, those are hypnotic. #avchat

8:03 pm kimberlyfab: @InfoComm What I meant to say was that I had a lot of ppl I'd never met

*requesting* friendship. Just felt uncomfortable. #AVchat

8:03 pm AyeshaAmbreen: @AVwriter To see if we can meet :D #avchat

8:03 pm hking: @AVwriter Thanks! #AVchat

8:03 pm ravesmb: @InfoComm FYI, at infocomm last year, vivitek (?) ran promotions, but the cell

service was so terrible that it kinda backfired #avchat

8:03 pm kimberlyfab: RT @AVwriter: Thanks, everyone. Upcoming chat schedules are now posted:

http://frembes.com/index/avchat/ #AVchat

8:03 pm fultech: @ravesmb @fultech - Kidding, or was it WINNING. Blood of Adonis dude.

#AVchat

8:03 pm MpactSystems: Thanks guys! Especialy @AVwriter #AVchat

8:03 pm mediascaper: That was a fast hour! Thanks, @AVwriter! #avchat

8:03 pm AVJessica: Thanks for another awesome #avchat!! I think this has been the best yet! (As

always, wonderful job, @AVwriter!) #AVchat

8:03 pm AyeshaAmbreen: @fultech @AVwriter Yes, I liked it. :) #avchat

8:03 pm InfoComm: @AVDawn I love the SM tweet walls too. #AVchat

8:04 pm ravesmb: @infocomm (just something to keep in mind when you're dealing with TONS of

ppl in a small area #avchat

8:04 pm TuckerTues: Alrighty I gotta go folk. been great to chat -- off to an interview/ media mixer.

#avchat

8:04 pm ravesmb: Thanks @avwriter #avchat

8:04 pm AVDawn: One last thing - Coolest Use of Social Media I've Ever Seen:

twerribletowel.com/ RT @TuckerTues: @AVDawn Oh, those are hypnotic.

#avchat

8:04 pm AVScience: @AVWriter Thanks for the hosting. And all you #AVTweeps have a wonderful

day. #AVChat

8:05 pm newscaster: A6: @foursquare works best for local promotions, returning customers. With

@groupon & @swipely I'm not convinced of longevity #avchat

8:05 pm MpactSystems: @AVwriter RT Thanks, everyone. Upcoming chat schedules are now posted:

http://frembes.com/index/avchat/ #AVchat

8:05 pm FulcrumAcoustic: Okay, time to write some spec sheets. Enjoy the rest of your day everyone!

#avchat

8:06 pm kimberlyfab: Agreed RT @AVJessica: Thanks for another awesome #avchat! I think this

has been the best yet! (As always, wonderful job, @AVwriter!) #AVchat

8:07 pm NewCitySocial: RT @kimberlyfab: @InfoComm I wasn't a fan of Foursquare b/c it became

another to-do on my list. And I had a lot of ppl I'd never met friendships.

#AVchat
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8:07 pm NewCityAllison: RT @kimberlyfab: @InfoComm I wasn't a fan of Foursquare b/c it became

another to-do on my list. And I had a lot of ppl I'd never met friendships.

#AVchat

8:07 pm omnimount: Thanks for another great chat @AVWriter. Lots to think about. #AVChat

8:07 pm RightatHomeTech: Thank you to @iSocialTish, @BestInUC, and @DraperInc for being our latest

followers. I was good meeting you today at #AVchat

8:07 pm AVJessica: @newscaster A6: I agree. Found my masseuse via @groupon, but she says

most buyers don't become loyal customers (& she's good!). #AVchat

8:07 pm rebecatrautner: RT @AVJessica: Thanks for another awesome #avchat!! I think this has been

the best yet! (As always, wonderful job, @AVwriter!) #AVchat

8:07 pm AVwriter: @jwyattparker Hey there, I didn't see your tweets because I was concentrating

on #AVchat. You need to tag your tweets so that everyone sees

8:08 pm DraperInc: @RightatHomeTech Pleased to meet you too! It was an excellent #AVChat!

8:09 pm AVwriter: Need to try this app. RT @PKaudiovisual: @AVwriter ViewFromMySeat -

people upload photos from their seats at stadiums, venues, etc. #avchat

8:16 pm pkaudiovisual: Mingleverse seems like a "3D" chatroom with content sharing. could be

valuable #socialmedia #avchat

8:18 pm CustomRetailer: Whew just got back from a call. Eagerly awaiting #AVchat transcript

8:24 pm RightatHomeTech: Thank you @rAVeSMB and @tedgreen for being our latest followers. Good

chatting with you today #AVChat
8:25 pm pkaudiovisual: If you missed today's #AVChat, the next chat schedules are now posted:

http://bit.ly/esxuP0
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